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vulcano matte
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Fiber

Please see fabric 
options fact sheet

Cushions

Dry+ seat cushion:
95089203  + fabric code

Dry+ sushion: 
95089202 + fabric code56089001000

Additional items

Cover
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Armchair: The TIBBO armchair features a warm, rounded teak backrest and armrests. The chair is most comfortable 
with its optional cushion, designed to hang over the seat edge.
Frame: The frame consists of premium teak, with woven fiber for the seating.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner.

TIBBO
Armchair

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089001122 | Weight 7 kg/16 lbs | Volume 0,3 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,0 m/1.25 yd (plain fabric only)

Features

Dry+ cushion construction
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Armchair: Offered in three elegant colorways, sail taupe, sail dove and sail shade, and featuring an adjustable backrest 
up to 20 degrees, the folding chair matches other DEDON collections for tone and comfort. 
Frame: The frame consists of premium teak, with woven fiber for the seating.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner.

TIBBO
Armchair foldable

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089004 | Weight 7,2 kg/16 lbs | Volume 0,3 m³/11 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 1,0 m/1.25 yd (plain fabric only)

cm
inch

55,5

83

47

69

59

56089004000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Lounge chair: Wide and comfy, the TIBBO lounge chair features a rounded, ergonomic backrest. The chair is most 
comfortable with its optional cushion, designed to hang over the seat edge.
Frame: The frame consists of premium teak, with woven fiber for the seating.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner.

TIBBO
Lounge chair

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089005 | Weight 9 kg/20 lbs | Volume 0,36 m³/13 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,6 m/to be checked (plain fabric only)

Features

Dry+ cushion construction

56089005000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Lounge chair XL: Transitioning the TIBBO concept into lounging, this deep and wide lounge chair XL in a mix of teak, 
textiles and woven fiber features high-quality cushions for luxurious sitting comfort. It is lightweight and easy to reposition.
Frame: The frame consists of premium teak, with woven fiber for the seating.
Characteristics: calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner.

TIBBO
Lounge chair XL

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 89006 | Weight 15,4 kg/34 lbs | Volume 0,85 m³/9 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 2,6 m/yd tbc (plain fabric only)

Features

Dry+ cushion construction

56089006000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

2-seater: Transitioning the TIBBO concept into lounging, this deep and wide 2-seater in a mix of teak, textiles and
woven fiber features high-quality cushions for luxurious sitting comfort. It is lightweight and easy to reposition.
Frame: The frame consists of premium teak, with woven fiber for the seating.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner.

TIBBO
2-seater

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089013 | Weight 30 kg/66 lbs | Volume 1,1 m³/16 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 9,1 m/yd tbc (plain fabric only)

56089013000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

3-seater: Transitioning the TIBBO concept into lounging, this deep and wide 3-seater in a mix of teak, textiles and
woven fiber features high-quality cushions for luxurious sitting comfort. It is lightweight and easy to reposition.
Frame: The frame consists of premium teak, with woven fiber for the seating.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner.

TIBBO
3-seater

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089016 | Weight 35,4 kg/78 lbs | Volume 1,6 m³/23 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 12,8 m/yd tbc (plain fabric only)

56089016000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Beach chair: This supremely elegant beach chair features a custom-made stainless-steel cast adjustment mechanism 
and hinges, curved teak slats, a comfortable cushion and three backrest positions.
Frame: This beach chair consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Options: This item is also available with wheels.
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash using DEDON teak cleaner. The beach chair has 
marine-grade stainless steel hinges, which we recommend cleaning periodically to prevent stains.

TIBBO
Beach chair

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089019 | Weight 25,6 kg/57 lbs | Volume 0,46 m³/17 cu ft | COM (Customer Own Material): 5,3 m/yd tbc (plain fabric only)

Features

Dry+ cushion construction

56089019000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Bench: Featuring rounded sides and flat edges that mirror the dining tables, this premium teak bench offers great 
comfort even without a cushion.
Frame: This bench consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Bench

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089012 | Weight 14 kg/31 lbs | Volume 0,25 m³/13 cu ft

56089012000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Bench L: Featuring rounded sides and flat edges that mirror the dining tables, this premium teak bench offers great 
comfort even without a cushion
Frame: This bench consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Bench L

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089015 | Weight 22 kg/49 lbs | Volume 0,35 m³/13 cu ft

56089015000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Coffee table: A perfect complement to the lounge chair, the TIBBO coffee table features rounded corners and a top 
with teak slats and narrow gaps in between.
Frame: This coffee table consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance: Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Coffee table L

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089037 | Weight 28,2 kg/62 lbs | Volume 0,5 m³/18 cu ft

56089037000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Coffee table: A perfect complement to the lounge chair, the TIBBO coffee table features rounded corners and a top 
with teak slats and narrow gaps in between.
Frame: This coffee table consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Coffee table M

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089040205 | Weight 10 kg/22 lbs
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5608904000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Side table: A perfect complement to the lounge chair, the TIBBO side table features a smooth top and rounded corners.
Frame: This side table consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Coffee table S

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089038205 | Weight 11,3 kg/25 lbs

46
18

35

92

56089038000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Dining table: The top of this premium teak table is rounded on both sides while the ends feature flat edges, allowing 
multiple tables to be placed next to each other.
Frame: This table consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Dining table 103 × 199 cm

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089065 | Weight 43 kg/95 lbs | Volume 1,5 m³/54 cu ft

56089065000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Dining table: The top of this premium teak table is rounded on both sides while the ends feature flat edges, allowing 
multiple tables to be placed next to each other.
Frame: This table consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Dining table 103 × 278 cm

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089055 | Weight 56 kg/124 lbs | Volume 2,1 m³/75 cu ft

56089055000
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Collection: Renowned British designers Edward Barber and Jay Osgerby created TIBBO for an era in which indoor and 
outdoor living spaces are merging. DEDON’s first collection in teak, TIBBO combines meticulous craftsmanship, superior 
comfort and remarkable lightness in a design that’s distinctive, elegant and pure. Comprising both dining and lounge 
elements in a mix of teak, textiles and woven fiber, TIBBO conveys an exceptionally rich and luxurious look and feel.

Dining table: Almost 3.4m/133“ in length but still lightweight, the top of this premium teak table is supported by a 
special construction underneath. The top is rounded on both sides while the ends feature flat edges.
Frame: This table consists of premium teak.
Characteristics: Calmative, elemental, engaging, comfortable, nordic, hand-crafted, lightweight
Frame maintenance: Natural-finish teak maintenance ª Wash the teak using warm water and a soft sponge.

TIBBO
Dining table 103 × 338 cm

Design by Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby | Item code: 089045 | Weight 66 kg/146 lbs | Volume 2,6 m³/92 cu ft

56089045000




